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C_OMMENTS OM PR019AED.JH_ANGES To PART 34

State of FAorida HR5 office of Radiation control32399-07001317 Winewood Blvd., Tallahassee, FL
(904) 487-2437

gio) ion 34.3 Dafiniki2RA
I," Which is the American National StandardsDofining ANSI is needed so the abbreviation1. Define "ANE
, instead of spelling it out when referencedInstitute.

can be usedin specifying requirements for pocket dosimeters (ANSIand ANSI N322-1977), radiographic exposure13.5 - 1972 urco changors, transport / storage containersdevices, so
and associoted equipment ( ANSI N4 32-1900) .

ssociated equipment" as " equipment used inRedefine "4conjunctio) with a radiographic exposure devico_gr2.

source cha gar that drives, guidos or comes in contact
with the scaled source (e.g., guide tube, control tubo,HJ"rive) cable, removable source stop,control (d nother alternative would be to drop thetube)." A
proposed definition's use of the phrase "to makeradiographic exposures" because that phraso excludes
sourcechahgern,whicharenotusedtomakebut do use " associated equipment."
radiographh,

Dofine "pe sonal supervision," following the stato of
" guidance and instruction provided3.

Texas' def,inition: tant radiographer by the radiographor
to an ass in visual contact with thethe sito,present a hile the assistant is using cources of
assistant and in auch proximity that immediatoradiation,
assistance can be given if provided."

Change "f4 eld examination" to " practical examination"implios that such
Une of the word " field"4.

for clarity.
examinati6ns may be conducted in the field during

i radfography. Quoting from page 12 of the
productior "Under no1984 Standard Review plantNRC Sept.
circumstances is it acceptable for a prospective
radiograph,er's assistant to receive training and
instructipn during actual radiographic oporations.
Instruction in the use of equipment munt be in a
training session and not during the actual performanceSuch a rostriction should apply toof radiogfaphy."
anyindivfdualwhosecompetencywithradiographicequipment has not been determined, so all practical
examinations taken by prospective annistants,

hors, or radiographers with previous ,

e should be conducted as special trainingradiograp
Use of theexperienc

sessions where production is not a concern.
term " field examinaaion" clouds this locue.
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In Florida, a " field station" as defined in thebe reauired to_have.g5. proposed r4gulations M2nld likely
gePArato license, because our regulations (section 100-
91.314, F. .C.) require a separate license for any
site, haso or facility created or maintained to support

ne job or created or maintained for moremore than Due to the term's conflict with ourara.than two ye
licensing requirements, we recommand that it be
deleted.

y-barge radiography" as " industrial6. Define "lay performed on any water vessel used forradiograph
The term is needed for a recommendedlaying pipe."section on, underwater, offshore platform, and lay-bargo

radiographfr (soo below).
ck-out survey" as "a radiation curveyDefine "lo

performed to determine that a sealed source is in its7.

shielded position before moving the radiographic
exposure d'ovice or source changer to a different
temporary bob site or before securing the radiographic
exposure device or source changer against unauthorized-
removal." | The term in nooded for our reconnendationregarding performance and documentation of lock-out
surveys (see below).

Define "o fshore" an "within the territorial waters ofThe term is needed8.
the United Staten of America."

omended section on underwater, offahore
,

for a recc and lay-barge radiography (coe below). !platform,
;o " radiographer's assistant" to " assistant '

9. A. Chanr The latter is more concise, and isradiographer."
in ude throughout the industry. |

assistant" as a synonym when referring to anoB. Use"asststant radiographer" (or " radiographer's
assintant" if 4.A. is not adopted). Use of

in the regulations and regulatory
guid{stant"ys (after it has been defined)
" ass and makes it a

For anmuch easior reference when using the term.is better thanexample of how using " assistant"
Longer version, refer to Rocommendation No. 3.

the .

c.! Redefino " assistant radiographer" (or
' " rad)ographer's assistant" if 4.A. is not adopted)

connlotedas "pny individual who han_successfully34.43 and who underthe trainino requirements of
the personal supervision of a radiographer, uses
radiographic exposure devices, Ecurce channara. 1

seal |ed sources of radiation, related handling
tools or radiation survey instruments in
indu'strial radiography "
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Define "ra lographer instructor" as "an individual who10.
meets the pequirements of 34.43 and who has been
authorized by the Commission to provide radiation
safety tra ning." Radiographer instructors should bc
required t have the same minimum qualifications as a

The need for the term is described further inRSO.
Recommendation No. 2 under 34.13, belcw.

Changb "radicgraphy" to " industrial radiography"11. A. Thebut phrmit une of " radiography" as a sy.lonym.
term # radiography" has medical unus, so defining
the thrm with the addition of " industrial"
distipguishes the industrial nondestructive
testing nature of the regulated activity being
referenced.

B. Redefine " industrial radiography" (or
" radiography" if 6.A. is not adopted) as "the
examination of the structure of materials by
nonde structive methods, usina sealed sources of
by-product materials _tst make radicaraphic imanen."

12. Define "r sidential location" as "any area where
structures in which people lodge or live are located,
and the grounds on which these structures are located,
including, but not limited to, houses, apartments,
condominiums, and garages." The term is needed for
proposed new section which prohibits storage of
radiographic equipment at residential locations
(discussed below).

13. Change " temporary jobaite" to " temporary job site."
"Jobsite" is not a proper word; it should be two words,
not one, as used in your proposed definition.

14. Under the definition of " sievert," the term "reme" is
used: "(1 $v = 100 rems)." The correct plurcl fcrm of
" rem" is still " rem," not " rems." The unit is an
abbreviation for " radiation equivalent man."
Therefore, change the definition to "(1 Sv - 100 rem)."
Examples of users of the plural " rem" are: the National
Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements,
Herman Cember's " Introduction to Health physics"
textbook, and Oak Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU).
All such references in Part 34 should be revised to use
plural " red."

21t13(b)
The regulations should specify the minimum acceptable means
of determining radiographers' and assistants' knowledge and
understanding of regulations and procedures. The guidelines
stated in the NRC's applicant guide should be established as
the mininum accepted.

|

\
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LicenEcos should be required to orgylde nrfor notificatig
Adequate initialof any trainina clasg_to be_ conducted.

radiation safety training is critical for ensuring safe work
practices. However, due to the financial burden of
providing such training, radiography licensees have
falsified training docunents and failed to provide adequate

Requiring priorradiation safety training to their workers.
notification of scheduled training classes would increaseand withthe likelihood that the training will be conducted,
such notification, the Commission would be able to randomly
audit cources to determine compliance. Other than increased
performance of field inspections, auditing of radiation
safety training courses is the best way to improve the
safety record of the industry.

1Ax11101

Certification of radiographers by third parties should not
relieve the Commission (or any regulatory agency) from

The Commitaienevaluating each licensee's training program.
should not Derm.it subELitq(lon of radiocranhor certification
in place of the gescription_qf_the means to determine the
radioaracher's knowledgg_gns1_,u_nderstandina of th u nb1CR.L2

The commission should continue to ;

_ outlined in 34.42ffli I

require submittal of such doncriptions in order to evaluate |cach licennee's radiation safety training program to verify I

that it meets minimum program requirementu specified in the
regulations. Licensees' training programs should be

" limited" or "fulla trainingdesignated as one of two types:The training requirements should remainprograms.
ossentially the same as described in the NRC's standard
review plan, except they should be specified in the
regulations.

A licensee with a " limited" training program would be
restricted to certifying assistant radiographers andLicenseesrecortifying pr9viously qualified radiographers.
with " limited" training programs would be required to
certify new radiographers by having an approved third party
provide 40 hourg of radiation safety training covering
34.43(f) subjects. Workers completing the 40 hour course
would then be rpquired to pass a third party-administered
exam for certification as new radiographers. A practical

exam provided by the 11censeo should remain a requirement.

Licensees with a " full" training program should be required
to submit a detailed description of their 40 hour radiation

pnd the names and qu?.lifications of theirsafety course,
radiographer instructors. As stated above, radiographer
instructors should be required to have the same minimum
qualifications as a RSO. Following completion of the

they should be required to succennfullytraining course,
complete a third party-administered exam to be certified as
radiographers.
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1. Replace " field examination" with " practical
examination" and specify that practical exams on
equipment use shall not be conducted during actual
radiographp operations where production is a concern.

,

2. Requ!.re pr$ctical exams to be conducted by a
radiographer instructor meeting the requirements set
for an RSO,

3. Specify the minimum number of hours of initial training
for assist 6nt radiographers, radiographers, and
previously' certified radiographers, and minimum
qualifications for instructors.

4. Specifythhenountofon-the-jobtraining(oJT)
required f r an assistant radiographer to become9
eligible tp be a radiographer. An assistant
radiographyr should be required to complete a minimum
of 520 houps of supervised radiography to become 1

eligible for certification as a radiographer. An
appendix 1{ sting the subjects to be covered during the
OJT should be provided. Florida provides such an
appendix of subjects (taken from NCRP Report No. 61) to
our licens6es, and requires each licensee to confirm
that the cQbjects will be covered during OJT.

14. 4 3 (g1

Specify the minimum number of hours of annual periodic
training requir4d (we recommend 8 hours minimum), and
require that petiodic training be conducted by instructors
meeting the same requirements as set for an RSO.

34.43f11

Require individsals conducting annual internal inspections
per 34.13 (4) (c) |RSO.to have the same minimum qualifications asrequired for an An experienced radiographer le best
able to evaluate the performance of other radiograpnic
personnel.

M Allai

Dron the reauirdment for use of alarm ratemeters by
(A) The presence of an alarmEAdLQgraphic Defsonnel t

ratemeter may serve to increase the chance of an
overexpcsure, because radiographers may stop using their
survey meter and depend on their ratemeter to alert them of
presence of a ve.ry high radiation field. While not
intended, ratemeiters provide radiographic personnel with an
alternative to performing required surveys. (B) Proper use
of ratemeters is very distracting and annoying; they alarm
each time the sdurce is cranked out of its shielded
position, and workers may turn the meter off rather than
listentoitcodstantlyalarm. (C) There are too many- ,

. . _ - - ~ , _ _ _ _ ,.
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uncertainties re$arding the performance and suitability ofBattery failure may affect their calibration,
therecommendedpecibellevelsareofteninadequatefortheratemoters.

many models can easily be reset in the
work environmentPro>osals to require headphones and/or
vibrating mechan sms peroly roomphasize the fact that alarm
field, etc.

ratemnters are am attempt to engineer a solution to thefailure of radiographic personnel to properly uno their(D) When personnel are properly
survey meters as, required.
instructed on the importance of performing surveys and use
their survey meters as required, alarm ratometers are

(E)Increasedenforcementandauditingofunnecessary.
training classos would go much farther to improve safety
thantherequire%ontforalarmratemeters.

_34. 47 f o)

ChangethefannualcalibrationfrequencyforpocketThe
dosimeters |to periods not to exceed 6 months. harsh environmental conditions radiographers work under

1.

in the fiel'd leads to a higher incidence of damage than
in other wdrk environments (such as hospitals) whereAc theannual doc 4moter calibration is acceptable.in the field,
only direeg means of determining exposureaccuracy be
it is important that pocket dosimeters'
maintained'to the extent possible.

Changetho('permissibleacceptancecriteriawhentoctingpocket dos meters for response to radiation from +/- 30
.

2.
While 30% is theporcent acguracy to +/- 20 percent.

permissibl9 acceptance criteria listed in NRC Reg.no or.e in the NRC has been able to explain
Guide 8.4,
why the ac optance criteria was lowered from the +/- 10for manufacturers of
percent li ted in ANSI N322-1977The regulations should state that pockot
donimetersfdosimeters,must moot the criteria in ANSI N322-1977,
and should not drop the standard's +\- 10 percentlike Reg. Guide
acceptance'critoria to +/- 30 percent, Representatives of both Dosimeter Corp. and8.4 does. hgree that 30 percent is too lax, andVictoroon
recommendop the change to 20 percent.

Testing pocket dosimeters for electrical leakago (driftI

check) shobid be required. Justification is based on:3.

In ANSICompahibilitywithnationalstandards.(1) the standard defines essential
N 13 . 5,-197 2,perfo,rmance characteristics which apply to directUnder part 9.
readi,ng pocket dosimeters. states that "the diccharge" Accuracy," Subpart 9.3
of a | full charged dosimeter with a range of 100
milliroentgens or more shall not exceed 2 percsntIn ANSI N322-1977,
of full scale in 24 hours..."the standard defines the procedures to be uced by
manufacturers in testing direct reading

Under 7.2 " Test for Electrical
dosi%eters.Leaktgo," subpart 7.2.1 states that "A fully

. - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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disch4rgeddosimetershalldischargenomorethan
5 per ent per 48 hours." The standard states that
" sinc operational decisions may be based on
infor ation provided by pocket dosimeters, it is
essenylal that reliability be the key factor intheir .. testing." The standard goes on to state j

that or the user, "as a minimum, the electrical |

leaka e (drift test) and calibration tests...
'

|shoul be performed."

(2) Recomhendationsfrommanufacturers.
Representa-

tives of Dosimeter Corp. and Victorean, Inc. both
ended performance of drift checks for pocketreco

dosim.ters. In addition, the following is quoted
from nection IV of Amersham Corp.'s " Gamma
Radiography Radiation Safety Handbook": " Charge |

leaka$e, also referred to at. drift, affects the I
I

perfoymance of the dosimetet. The leakage rate

shoulQ be no greater than 2 porcent of the full
scale reading in a 24 hour perted."

(3) Currekt practices by users. Florida checked with
four duclear plants using direct reading pocket
dosindters;, all had calibration procedures
requiring performance of drift tests (they also
used 4 +/- 10% acceptance criteria for response to
radiation).

Anadditiohalqualitycontrolcheckforpocket4. dosimeters,is the test for geotropism - the effect of
gravity on the dosimeter's indicator. Radiography

training c asses should be required to include
instructio a for performing pocket dosimeter field
checksfor|physicaldamage,geotropismandkick(change
in reading after charging).

Requirepofketdosimeterstobearlabelsidentifying5.
the device a date of calibration and the vendor that
performed the calibration, and require that records of
dosimeter galibrations be retained on file for
inopoetion~ purposes.

34.53

1. Addthest$tement, " Posting of Very High Radiation
Areas is not required." The failure to reference
20.1903(c) in the section implies that the Very High
Radiation Nrea need not be posted during radiography,
butitsexplusionintheproposeddefinitionisinadequate to ensure that confusion over posting the
Very fligh dadiation Area does not result. It does not
make sense'to require posting of a third angn during
performancyofradiography,becausetherequirementsto
post and control the High Radiation Area should be
sufficient to restrict access to the Very High
Radiation Area. It is important to clarify that Very
High Radia ion Areas do not need to be posted during

I
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industrial radiographf, because radiographic operations
may create breas which meet the posting requirements of
20.1903(c),| The requirement to control entries into20.1602 shouldVery High Radiation Aruas specified in
not present,the same problem, because access control isg

in place at the High Radiation Area boundary.
inAddthestaftement"Eachsignusedtopostareas2. which radio, graphy is being performed shall boar the

The words " CAUTION" and " DANGER"words " KEEP,OUT."
sorve as iqadequate warnings for industrial radiographyNon-radiationconducted gt temporary job sites." CAUTION" warning. They
workers often fail to heed theare often et knowledgeable in the meaning of the" with
blinking cg'ymbol, and associate the word "cAUTIoHution lights used as traffic warnings, whichradiation

translate 1,nto instructions to groceed with caution.
This is nog the intent of posted restricted areas

it is often thnestablisheq for radiography, but
The warning " DANGER" is also ignored, thoughresult.

less frequqntly. Adding the warning " KEEP OUT" to
signs used to post Radiation Areas and High Radiation
Areas leavda no room for doubt to anyone faced with the

This recommendation in one of theposted not;ce.
simplest and most cost-effective methodn of reducing
the likelihood of exposing members of the public to

The recommendation is also in keeping with
radiation.hhilosophyofinstitutinganyreasonablethe ALARA Manymethod of 4 voiding unnecessary exposure.
licensees *, warning signs already comply with thnne
recommendations, because their experience has been that
the additional warning is needed to improve their
ability to rentrict access to their operationc.
Require th4t the rope or tape used to post restricted3. areas estahlished for radiography be colored magenta
and yellow, This is a reasonable, inexpensive

it cuts down on confusion with otherrequiremeny, blished at construction sites, and mostbarriers o$talicenscen bre already in compliance. Requiring use of
magenta and yellow barricade rope or tape helps tothe standardizedensure that if a sign is not visible,
colors for' radiation remain to serve as a warning toAnother reason tounauthorizhd personnel to keep out.
require radiation colors is because conutruction sitos
are often littered with yellow / black caution tape toWorkers becomeidontify hhzardous site conditions.
immuno to kuch warnings and often tend to ignore them;
the chance 4 of thin happening is reduced when magenta

in used.and yellow'colorod tape

331bpart E RNp1Kt3pina RecuiremeJtte

A survey of ths' radiographic exposure device or source
changor should he required immediately upon renoval fromr*f4d# g storage, and thb, highest reading resulting from the nurveyJustifications for thinshould be required to be recorded.

i
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requirements (1) It ensures that the radiation levels on '

exterior surfachs of the device do not exceod allowable ilevels before departure for a field site; (2) The survey i

results can be pompared to the last survey taken when the
devics was last! returned to storage to verify that the
source remains in its shioided position; (3) The survey ifresults provide:a base reading for the rest of the shift; |survey follpwing an exposure varies from the initial iany the radiographer knows that nomething is awry (forreading,
exaaple, if the' reading is too low, a source disconnectit wouldwor.ld be 13:dicated; if the reading was too high, i
indicate that the source had not been returned completely to J
the shielded popition); and (4) recording the initial survey
rosults would allow inspectors to verify compliance with
applicable regulations and the licensee's procedures for
perictming curveys, and to have documentation which would be
useful in an investigation of an overexposure.

Eermanent storare PrecaMtioDD
i

Add a new section modeled after the state Texan' 31.52(b),'

source changernwhich prohibits' storage of exposure devices,
and transport containers at residential locations.

and Lav-Barco RadiogggghyEggervater, off'ehpro Platform,
Consideration should be given for inclusion of regulations
similar to Texas' 31.57. Ilowever, the 31.57 (b) (2)
requirement for use of collimators should be eliminated.

ALARA
j

Using 34.1101 as justification, we recommend adopting a
requirement for all radiography licensees to establish
internal Investigational Exposure Levels (IELs) which if
exceeded, require an investigation by the Radiation Safety
Officer to determine the cause of the unnecessary exposure
and to determine the corrective actions to be taken toIn Florida, we recommend that our
prevent recurrence.licensees adopt a monthly IEL of 300 milliram and aThese administrative levelsquarterly IEL of 600 millirem.cause the licensee's management to monitor their workers'
cccupational exposure records to ensure that unnecessaryWe provide guidance to our licenseesexposures are avoided.for establishing the ALARA component of their radiation

We recommend that the commissionprotection program.consider adopting a similar requirement.

-- . .- . -


